Delivering solutions.

We make operating in a Foreign-Trade Zone
a familiar experience.

You know how to operate efficiently and cost effectively inside the country. Why shouldn’t you be able to
do the same outside? In fact, in today’s increasingly competitive global marketplace, you’re faced with
just such a mandate: to reduce costs in spite of extraordinary import duties and related customs fees.
Our Foreign-Trade Zone (FTZ) services provide a competitive approach to applying for and implementing
a FTZ Program to help minimize, or even eliminate, these costly duties and fees. Our hands-on experience

and relationships with officials in the field allows our team to optimize and implement savings associated
with operating in a FTZ for many years to come while freeing up your internal resources for other
important matters.
When and why should you consider utilizing a FTZ? There are several indicators. If you have a high
effective duty rate, or have inventory that turns slowly. If you re-export assembled and/or finished goods
or service parts. If you assemble or manipulate imported goods, have a large number of customs entries
each week, or consistently reach MPF maximum on each entry. Finally, if you import goods into the USA
for distribution.

Our Foreign-Trade Zone Services At-a-Glance.
Our services range from General Purpose Zone
(GPZ) operational capabilities in our own facilities,
implementation of dedicated facilities (GPZ or
subzone environment), as well as third party
administration services. These include:

❚❚ Assistance with Customs Activation and
corresponding implementation

❚❚ An assessment of the appropriate services and
corresponding operational needs based on a
feasibility assessment

❚❚ Assistance in selection and implementation of
an inventory control system

❚❚ Assistance with FTZ application

❚❚ An FTZ Procedures Manual and required
documentation for activation

❚❚ Operational services based on recommended
resources

DB Schenker.
Reliably delivering convenience, flexibility and value.

Why choose DB Schenker?

Our Advantage								

Your Benefits

Duty Omission

Eliminating duties entirely by inverting product
classifications and duty rates.

Duty Reduction

Decreasing duties significantly by inverting product
classifications and duty rates.

Duty Deferral

Deferring the timing in which duties are payable,
thereby benefiting from the time value of money.

Decrease Number of Weekly Entries

Reducing the administrative process and decreasing
the processing fees charged by Customs.

State Property Tax Reduction

Decreasing corresponding state property taxes that
correlate to FTZ incentives (where applicable).

Zone-to-Zone Transfer

Transferring merchandise from zone to zone to
further extend the deferral of duty payments within a
company’s supply chain.

Ready for us to deliver?
We’re always ready to deliver. For more information about how we can help you establish your own FTZ
program and to see why more than 25,000 companies trust DB Schenker for their shipments each year,
contact your sales representative.

View our website at
USA: www.dbschenkerusa.com
Canada: www.dbschenker.com/ca

Contact DB Schenker
USA: 1 800 225 5229
Canada: 1800 461 3686

